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A B S T R A C T

Poly(galacturonic acid) (PGuA) is an important natural biopolymer, however its potential has not been realized
due to its anionic nature and rigid structure, which limits its processability into fine films and fibres. This study
aims at modifying the solution properties of PGuA in alkaline medium (aq. sodium hydroxide) to enable their
conversion into electrospun nanofibers. Addition of anionic surfactants was found to play an important role in
individualizing the PGuA chains that lead to formation of small spindle shaped fibers of length ranging from 2 to
10 μm and diameter from 287 to 997 nm. However, continuous fibers were not formed even at concentrations
higher than the critical concentration. Addition of small amount (10–30%) of high molecular weight PVA re-
sulted in formation of continuous fibers. Correlation of fiber diameters of PGuA/PVA with the rheological
properties suggested a strong dependence of diameter with the elasticity of the blend solutions. Such PGuA based
fibers may be utilized in various biomedical applications.

1. Introduction

Electrospinning is one of the simplest, controllable and cost effective
methods of producing fibers of submicron size of various kinds of
synthetic and bio-polymers (Frenot & Chronaki, 2003; Subbiah, Bhat,
Tock, Parameswaran, & Ramkumar, 2005). Biopolymers have gained
popularity owing to the fact that they are biodegradable, biocompatible
and can be applied in various realms such as wound dressing (Hassiba
et al., 2016), water treatment (Mokhena, Jacobs, & Luyt, 2015), bio-
medical textile, packaging and tissue engineering (Schiffman &
Schauer, 2008). Various kinds of biopolymers that have been electro-
spun, can be categorized as polysaccharides like alginate and chitosan
(Homayoni, Ravandi, & Valizadeh, 2009; Jeong, Jeon, Krebs, Hill, &
Alsberg, 2012; Saquing et al., 2013), carbohydrates like starch (Kong &
Ziegler, 2012), proteins like Zein (Yao, Li, & Song, 2006) and DNA
(Bellan, Strychalski, & Craighead, 2007). Though these bio-polymers
have been electrospun into nanofibers, their electrospinning has been
challenging because bio-polymers are mostly insoluble in common
solvents, they have a rigid structure and batch–to-batch variation in
molecular weights, presence of ionic groups and impurities (Mokhena
et al., 2015). This leads to unpredictable solution properties that
manifest various issues in spinnibility as well as reproducibility.

Polysaccharides are preferred biopolymers as they are abundant,
and their extraction is easier as compared to proteins. They are

important for applications like tissue engineering, since they are es-
sential part of the living system processes and promote cell growth
(Nitta & Numata, 2013). Poly(galacturonic acid) (PGuA) is one such
polysaccharide that is an integral part of ripe fruits and vegetable cell
wall. Recently, PGuA has found its use in various applications such as
anti-adhesion films (Lee, Hung, Cheng, & Wang, 2005), composite
membranes for bone tissue engineering (Khanna, Katti, & Katti, 2010)
and drug delivery (Sriamornsak, Nunthanid, Wanchana, & Luangtana-
Anan, 2003) because of its natural, non-toxic and polyanionic nature
that helps in binding calcium ions. For most of these applications PGuA
has been used in the form of films prepared by wet precipitation
(Khanna et al., 2010), freeze drying (Srivastava, Chakraborty, Salunke,
& Roy, 2012) or solvent evaporation technique (Khanna, Katti, & Katti,
2011). Bio-inspired coating of PGuA and cellulose fibers prepared by
layer-by-layer method has been used for high oxygen barrier and tar-
geted release properties (Mølgaard, Henriksson, Cárdenas, & Svagan,
2014). According to the existing reports, PGuA solutions have been
made in aqueous sodium hydroxide solution that ionizes the carboxylic
group of the galacturonic residues. Also, PGuA forms gels even at all
concentrations. Apparently, use of high strength three dimensional
structures such as nanofibers is desirable as they offer many advantages
compared to two dimensional films (Agarwal, Greiner, & Wendorff,
2009). Nanofibrous membranes are highly porous in nature, offer high
surface area and can be used as supporting membranes for growing cells
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(Agarwal et al., 2009). Reports have shown that nanofibers provide
better attachment sites for cells as they closely mimic the extra cellular
environment (Agarwal, Wendorff, & Greiner, 2008). However, PGuA is
a less explored biopolymer and there have been no prior reports of
electrospun nanofibers of PGuA or its blends with other polymers.

PGuA, due to presence of −COOH groups is polyanionic in nature.
Other polyanionic polymers such as alginates have been spun using
long chain polymers like PEO as carrier polymer by blending up to
60–40% of PEO (Saquing et al., 2013). However, blending at such high
concentrations suppresses the properties of the polymer of interest. By
the use of surfactants like Triton-X (N Bhattarai, Li, Edmondson, &
Zhang, 2006) and Pluronic F127 (Bonino et al., 2011), the ratio of PEO
have been further reduced to 30% for alginate electrospinning as sur-
factants reduce the surface tension thereby improving spinnibility.
Bhattarai et al., have used DMSO-Triton X-100 as co-solvent for further
improving the electro-spinnibility of Sodium alginate however they did
not correlated fiber diameter with solution properties (Bhattarai &
Zhang, 2007).

The major glitch in spinning of PGuA nanofibers is its insolubility in
water, rigid structure due to presence of galacturonic ring and very high
viscosity in aqueous NaOH solution as they tend to aggregate.
Circumventing the above issues, efforts have been made to alter solu-
tion properties for achieving PGuA nanofibers by using ionic surfactants
and long chain polymers. Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) has been used
as surfactant that will not only reduce the surface tension but also
prevent the aggregation and suppress the gelling of PGuA. According to
Nie et al., rigid polymers lack entanglements and hence do not form
fibers (Nie et al., 2008). Also, importance of chain entanglements in
electrospinning of natural fibers has been shown by Woerdeman et al.,
for electrospinning of wheat protein (Woerdeman, Shenoy, & Breger,
2007). Further, Rosic et al., inferred for Alginate-PEO and chitosan-PEO
blends that both viscosity and elasticity of a solution is necessary for
fiber formation (Rošic et al., 2013). PGuA is a semi-rigid polymer and
lacks elasticity due to no entanglements. Use of high molecular weight
PVA is expected to form entangled network with PGuA chains and
impart elasticity to the blend solution thereby enhancing the spinn-
ibility.

In the present study effect SDS concentration, pH on dissolution of
PGuA, its solution property and electrospinning behaviour has been
reported. Further, effect of addition of high molecular weight PVA on
the rheological properties and spinnability has been discussed.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

PGuA (average molecular weight ˜25000–50000) was purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich, New Delhi, India. PVA (cold) of molecular weight
125,000 was purchased from Central Drug House, New Delhi, India.
NaOH pellets and sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) were obtained from
Merck, New Delhi, India. Solutions were prepared using DI water.

2.2. Preparation of PGuA and PGuA/PVA solutions

PGuA solutions were prepared by dissolving SDS (wt% on the
weight of polymer) in DI water followed by addition of weighed
amount of PGuA and aq. NaOH (1 N). For example, for preparing
Sample code 8PGuA-10SDS, which is 8 wt% PGuA solution with 10wt%
SDS, 0.024 g SDS in 1.84 g of DI water was dissolved by stirring to
obtain a clear solution. Thereafter, 0.24 g of PGuA was added to the
above SDS solution and stirred at 50 °C for 1 h followed by drop-wise
addition of 0.9 g of aq. NaOH (1 N) solution under constant stirring.
Solutions with different concentrations of PGuA, SDS and NaOH were
prepared as detailed in Tables S1 and S2 in supplementary data.

Solutions of PGuA/PVA blend were prepared by first dissolving
10 wt% PVA in DI water at 80 °C with stirring. Then, 10 wt% PGuA

solution with 10wt% SDS (Sample code 10PGuA-10SDS) was sepa-
rately prepared as explained above. The two solutions were mixed in
different weight ratios to obtain PVA:PGuA blends of 10:90, 20:80,
30:70, 40:60, 50:50, 60:40, 70:30, 80:20 and 90:10. The total con-
centration of the polymer in solution was kept constant at 10 wt%. The
mixtures were stirred overnight at room temperature to ensure that
there was a proper mixing of the two solutions i.e. PVA and PGuA
blended in various ratios.

2.3. Rheological characterization of PGuA solutions

Rheological properties of PGuA and PGuA-PVA were measured
using Rheometer (MCR-302, Anton Paar, Austria) with a cone-plate
measuring system CP-50, cone angle 1°. Rotational measurement was
done from 0.01s−1 to 1000s-1 to evaluate viscosities while Frequency
sweep curve was taken for determining storage and loss moduli within
visco-elastic region (strain 7%) and frequency range from 100 rad/s to
0.1 rad/s. All the measurements were carried out at 35 °C with a waiting
time of 5min before start of measurement. The rheological character-
ization for each solution was done repeatedly with new sets of solutions
every time, until reproducible data was obtained.

2.4. Electrospinning of PGuA solutions

A bipolar system with high voltage power supply from Gamma high
voltage research, Ormond beach, FL, USA was used for electrospinning.
Due to the dual polarity of the system the polymer droplet was charged
conductively by positive voltage at the needle and inductively by ne-
gative voltage on the collector polymer solutions were extruded using a
syringe pump KDS 100 (KD Scientific), 2 ml syringe (Dispovan) and
blunt needle of 18 G. Samples were deposited on circular aluminum
plate. Samples were collected at flow rates 1.0 ml/h and tip to collector
distance of 20 cm. Temperature and relative humidity was maintained
at 35 °C and 40% respectively for all experiments. The samples thus
obtained were vacuum dried for overnight before characterization.

2.5. Raman spectroscopy of PGuA solutions

Raman spectroscopy studies were carried out using microscopic in-
Via Raman spectrometer (inVia, Microraman, Renishaw, UK) at laser
wavelength of 785 nm. Five accumulations were collected at 50% laser
power and exposure time of 10 s.

2.6. Characterization of electrospun PGuA solutions and PGuA/PVA
nanofibres

Surface morphology of all the samples was characterized using
FESEM (Quanta FEI, 200 F, Netherlands). Nanofibers diameter was
measured using Image J software. Diameter of two hundred fibers was
measured and average value with standard deviation was reported.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Dissolution and rheology of PGuA solutions

3.1.1. Effect of SDS concentration
PGuA being an anionic polysaccharide is insoluble in water; how-

ever, it is soluble in aq. NaOH solution. As mentioned above, it forms
gels at all concentrations due to ionic and intermolecular interactions.
Fig. 1(a) shows 8 wt% PGuA in aq. NaOH forming a strong gel in-
dicating poor dissolution of PGuA in aq NaOH. Fig. 1(b) shows PGuA
dissolved in aq. NaOH in the presence of SDS. The mixture forms a
flowable translucent viscous solution. This observation indicates that
SDS may be helping in suppressing the ionic interaction among the
polymer chains even at high concentration. Therefore, the incorpora-
tion of SDS is able to control the gelling behaviour of PGuA and result in
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formation of viscous and flowable solutions of PGuA.
Visual assessment of the effect of mixing time of PGuA and SDS on

dissolution of PGuA was also done. It was found that if PGuA, SDS and
Aq. NaOH were mixed together at the same time then gelling would
occur. Therefore, it was important that PGuA and SDS were mixed first
for some time followed by NaOH addition. It was observed that when
mixing time was kept lower than 30min, PGuA would again tend to
form gel on addition of NaOH. On the other hand, stirring for more than
an hour did not lead to any better dissolution of PGuA. As a result,
mixing time of PGuA to the SDS solution was kept to 1 h (as mentioned
earlier) just to allow sufficient interaction of SDS and PGuA before
addition of Aq. NaOH.

Raman spectroscopy was conducted to identify the interactions
between PGuA, SDS and aq. NaOH (Fig. 2(a)). Pure PGuA shows
characteristic peak for glycosidic linkage (CeOeC) at 852 cm−1. On
addition of aq. NaOH, a peak appears at 835 cm−1 and the peak at
852 cm−1 shifts to 857 cm−1. This is due to the interaction of Na+ ions
of NaOH with −COOH group of PGuA (Kong & Ziegler, 2012). How-
ever, there is no change in the peak positions after the PGuA is dis-
solved in aq. NaOH in the presence of SDS. This signifies that there was
no chemical interaction of SDS with either the polymer or NaOH. It was
interesting to note that with increase in the SDS concentration, the peak
intensity at 857 cm−1 gets enhanced. To understand the role of SDS in
dissolution of PGuA, effect of varying concentrations of SDS was in-
vestigated. Fig. 2(b) shows the peak intensity at 857 cm−1 with in-
creasing concentration of SDS. Clearly, the peak intensity increases
significantly indicating better separation of ionic chains.

Effect of SDS concentration on viscosity of the PGuA solutions was
investigated and shown in Table S3 in supplementary data. It was found
that the viscosity of 8 wt% of PGuA solution increased with increasing
concentration of SDS from 2 to 50 wt% (on weight of PGuA), while the
amount of aq. NaOH was kept constant (Fig. 3). However 8PGuA-0SDS
shows higher viscosity than 8PGuA-2SDS with shear thinning beha-
viour. This peculiar shear thinning at low shear rates may be due to
partial disruption or breaking of few of the ionic bonds even at low
shears from 0.01 to 1.0 s−1. There seem to be a dynamic equilibrium
between the association and dissociation of intermolecular and ionic
interactions among the PGuA molecules due to which 8PGuA-0SDS
shows higher viscosity than 8PGuA-2SDS. Further, as mentioned ear-
lier, SDS may be helping in supressing the ionic and intermolecular
interactions to some extent in 8PGuA-2SDS, thereby resulting in lower
viscosity for 8PGuA-2SDS, than 8PGuA-0SDS. From the graphs, it is also
evident that PGuA/SDS/NaOH solutions, with 2, 5 and 10wt% SDS

content, show Newtonian behaviour in a narrow range of shear rates,
i.e. 0.01 to 10 s−1. Thereafter, the solutions showed shear thinning
behaviour. Solutions with higher SDS content, i.e. 15, 30 and 50wt%,
showed shear thinning behaviour even at very small shear rates of 0.01
s−1. The increasing viscosity and shear thinning behaviour with in-
crease in the SDS content suggests better separation and dissolution of
polymer chains. This increase in viscosity may be due to the opening of
PGuA chains in the presence of anionic surfactant SDS that causes ionic
repulsion. However, the high viscosity of PGuA solution at very high
concentrations of SDS does not appear to be suitable for processing,
therefore for further experiments, the SDS content was kept constant at
10 wt% on weight of PGuA.

Fig. 1. Solution of 8 wt% PGuA in aq. NaOH (a) without SDS and (b) with SDS.

Fig. 2. (a) Raman spectra of PGuA in different environments and (b) effect of
SDS concentration on Raman spectra of PGuA in aq. NaOH solution.
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3.1.2. Effect of NaOH concentration
As mentioned above NaOH interacts with the −COOH groups pre-

sent in PGuA chains and ionizes them to −COO− Na+. This step helps
in dissolution of PGuA in aqueous medium. However, use of NaOH
alone leads to rapid gelling and SDS is required to be added to suppress
the gelling. NaOH is a strong base while PGuA has weakly acidic car-
boxylic acid groups. It is expected that the concentration of NaOH in
relation to the concentration of carboxylic acid groups would decide the
extent of ionization of PGuA and the pH of the resultant solution. Three
different solutions of 10 wt% PGuA in presence of 10 wt% SDS (on the
weight of polymer) were prepared using aq. NaOH. In the first, amount
of NaOH equal to the number of COOH groups in PGuA was added to
neutralize all the −COOH of PGuA. In second and third solutions, the
NaOH amount corresponding to half and double the number of COOH
groups was added. It was observed that PGuA solution with the double
the NaOH amount was basic (pH ˜ 10) due to the addition of excess of
NaOH and showed immediate gelling. Also, the solution with equimolar
NaOH which showed pH close to 7 showed gelling. However, PGuA
solution with half the NaOH concentration resulted in acidic translu-
cent solution (pH ˜ 5) with no gelling (Fig. 4).

3.2. Electrospinning of PGuA/SDS/NaOH solutions

3.2.1. Effect of SDS concentration on electrospinning
PGuA/SDS/NaOH solutions were electrospun with PGuA con-

centration fixed at 8 wt% and SDS concentration varied from 0 to 50wt
% (on the weight of polymer). Fig. 5(g) shows SEM image of electro-
spun PGuA solution without SDS. The solution could generate only
droplets on electrospinning even on spinning at different voltages
ranging from 10 to 30 kV. PGuA solutions with 2 and 5wt% SDS gave
few elongated structures along with lot of droplets on electrospinning
(Fig. 5 (a–f)). Solutions having 10, 15 and 30 wt% SDS showed many

spindle shaped structures interspaced with a few droplets and a few
short fibres of length of nearly 2–10 μm and diameter in the range of
287 to 997 nm. When the concentration of SDS was increased to 50 wt%
(on the weight of polymer), large number of small fibres were obtained
along with few droplets. However, none of the solutions could result in
continuous fibres.

According to Kenawy et al. (Kenawy et al., 2003) for stabilization of
electrospinning jet and fibre formation, sufficient chain entanglements
are necessary. Further, Shenoy et al. (Shenoy, Bates, Frisch, & Wnek,
2005) reported that uniform fibres are formed at a concentration above
critical concentration C* (C ˜ C* 2.5) where entanglements start to form.
Therefore, the effect of PGuA concentration on solution properties and
electrospinning was studied. Solution with different concentrations of
PGuA with 5 to 10wt% in the presence of SDS and aq. NaOH were
prepared. As evident from Fig. 6(a), solutions with 5 and 6wt% PGuA
showed Newtonian behaviour for shear rates in the range of 0.1 to 100
s−1, while solutions with 7 to 9 wt% showed Newtonian behaviour in a
narrower range of shear rates (0.1 to 10 s−1). At 10 wt% shear thinning
behaviour was observed even at very low shear rate of 0.1 s−1 although
the viscosity was very high of the order of 1000 Pa.s.

Critical concentration of PGuA was determined by plotting specific
viscosity (ηsp) against concentration (C). Scaling relationships were
obtained for the three concentration regimes as described by Mckee
et al. (McKee, Wilkes, Colby, & Long, 2004) and are shown in Fig. 6(b).
The first region was semidilute unentangled region, where ηsp ˜ C3.42.
The second region, which is semidilute entangled region, showed a
scaling relationship of ηsp ˜ C5.72. The change in the slope between
semidilute unentangled and semidilute entangled region was obtained
at 6.1 wt% of PGuA, which marks the critical concentration. The start of
concentration region (C**) was obtained at C ˜ 8wt% and dependence
of specific viscosity on concentration in this region was ηsp ˜ C10.51. All
the regions show a strong dependence of specific viscosity on con-
centration and the slope values are higher than those reported for
polyelectrolytes (P. Gupta, Elkins, Long, & Wilkes, 2005). This beha-
viour can be attributed to the strong intermolecular interactions be-
tween the PGuA chains in the presence of aq. NaOH. With increase in
the concentration this interaction further increases.

Solutions with different concentrations of PGuA were electrospun
and the deposited materials were observed under SEM (Fig. 7). As
evident, continuous fibres could not be obtained even at concentrations
higher that the critical concentration (6.1 wt%). Only small spindle-
shaped fibres were obtained. Solutions with concentration higher than
10wt% were even difficult to solubilize and therefore could not be
spun.

From the rheological data and the electrospinning behaviour it was
evident that high viscosity is not the sufficient criteria for obtaining
continuous fibres. There should be sufficient entanglements among the
polymer chains to allow formation of continuous fibres. The entangle-
ments provide elasticity to the spinning solution and helps in stabili-
zation of a uniform diameter. According to recent studies, solution
elasticity has been found to be an important property for the formation

Fig. 3. Effect of concentration of SDS on viscosity of 8 wt% PGuA/SDS/NaOH
solutions.

Fig. 4. Influence of NaOH concentration on the gelling tendency and dissolution of PGuA.
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Fig. 5. SEM images of electrospun 8 wt% PGuA/SDS/NaOH solutions with SDS concentrations of (a) 2 wt% (8PGuA-2SDS), (b) 5 wt% (8PGuA-5SDS), (c)10 wt%
(8PGuA-10SDS), (d)15 wt% (8PGuA-15SDS), (e)30 wt% (8PGuA-30SDS) and (f) 50 wt% (8PGuA-50SDS), (g) electrospun 8 wt% PGuA solution in aq. NaOH without
SDS.

Fig. 6. (a) Viscosity vs. shear rate curve for PGuA/SDS/NaOH solutions with different concentrations, (b) Specific viscosity vs. concentration curve for PGuA/SDS/
NaOH solutions.
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of continuous fibres (Basu, Agrawal, & Jassal, 2011; Basu, Gogoi,
Sharma, Jassal, & Agrawal, 2013; Gupta, Jassal, & Agrawal, 2015).
PGuA polymer is unable to form continuous fibres possibly due to lack
of sufficient elasticity, which is a strong function of entanglements.
Similar results were obtained in a study by Saquing et al. (Saquing
et al., 2013) where pure alginate fibres could not be spun even at
concentrations as high as 13Ce and only large droplets were obtained.
In their study the authors have argued that the presence of entangle-
ments alone is not sufficient to form fibres and other properties, such as
solution conductivity and surface tension, were inhibiting the formation
of alginate fibres. However, in our case some elongated structures were

obtained on addition of SDS in PGuA/NaOH solutions, which according
to our opinion, may be due to the formation of a few entanglements
among PGuA chains.

3.3. Rheology and electrospinning of PGuA/PVA solutions

In one of our recent study role of elasticity in controlling the dia-
meter of electrospun fibres was shown using PVA based Boger fluids
(Gupta et al., 2015). The solution elasticity was modified by using a
very small concentration of high molecular weight PVA (0.3–1.4 wt%)
in a matrix of low molecular weight PVA; and a direct correlation could

Fig. 7. SEM images of electrospun nanostructures obtained from PGuA/SDS/NaOH solutions of different concentrations (a) 6PGuA-10SDS, (b) 7PGuA-10SDS, (c)
9PGuA-10SDS and (d) 10PGuA-10SDS.

Table 1
Rheological properties of PGuA/PVA solutions.

S.N. Sample code PGuA/PVA ratio (wt%) Viscosity (Pa.s)
@ 0.1 s−1

Storage modulus (Pa) Relaxation time (ms)

1 PGuA:PVA-0:100 0/100 0.78 0.128 1.64
2 PGuA:PVA-10:90 10/90 1.16 0.265 2.28
3 PGuA:PVA-20:80 20/80 1.78 0.862 4.84
4 PGuA:PVA-30:70 30/70 2.8 1.77 6.32
5 PGuA:PVA-40:60 40/60 3.15 2.56 8.12
6 PGuA:PVA-50:50 50/50 4.68 4.27 9.12
7 PGuA:PVA-60:40 60/40 8.19 6.75 8.24
8 PGuA:PVA-70:30 70/30 125.0 94.0 7.52
9 PGuA:PVA-80:20 80/20 137.0 34.0 2.48
10 PGuA:PVA-90:10 90/10 473.0 34.9 0.73
11 PGuA:PVA-100:0 100/0 1800.0 40.0 0.22
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be established between the fibre diameter and the elasticity of the
spinning solutions. Employing the same concept of Boger fluids, in the
present study, it was proposed to add small amounts (1–3wt%) of high
molecular weight PVA in PGuA solution while maintaining the total
polymer concentration of 10 wt%. It was hypothesized that addition of
low concentrations of high molecular weight PVA would enhance in-
teraction among the polymer chains, and thereby, improve elasticity,
enough to spin uniform nanofibres, without masking the functionalities
of PGuA.

In order to investigate the solution rheology and spinnability of
PGuA in the presence of high molecular weight PVA, the solutions
having blends of PGuA with high molecular weight PVA were made in
PGuA/PVA ratios ranging from 0 to 1 in intervals of 0.1 (Table 1). Fig. 8
shows viscosity vs. shear rate curve for PGuA/PVA solutions which
showed increase in the viscosity with increasing PGuA content from 0
to 100 wt%. Pure PVA solution of 10 wt% (PGuA:PVA-0:100) showed
Newtonian behaviour for a wide range of shear rate i.e. 0.01 to 600 s−1.
Addition of small amount of PGuA (PGuA:PVA-10:90), did not alter the
solution behaviour and it exhibited Newtonian behaviour like the pure
PVA solution with slightly higher viscosity. On further increasing the
PGuA content to 20 and 30wt% (PGuA:PVA-20:80 and PGuA:PVA-
30:70), the solutions exhibited shear thinning behaviour at shear rates
ranging from 0.01 to 1 s−1, and thereafter, showed Newtonian beha-
viour up to shear rate of 100 s−1. The early shear thinning behaviour in
these solutions may be due to the strong interaction among PGuA
chains. Since PVA is a dominant polymer in these solutions, Newtonian
behaviour is obtained at higher shear rates suggesting high shear
strength due to entangled PVA network. With increasing PGuA content
from 40 to 100wt%, the shear rate at which shear thinning is obtained
shifts towards lower values, indicating that the increase in PGuA con-
tent though causes an increase in the viscosity, it decreases the shear
strength.

Oscillatory measurements of the PGuA/PVA solutions showed that
the loss (G”) and storage (G’) moduli increased with increase in the
PGuA content (Fig. 9). The reported values of slope of G” and G’ are 1
and 2 for entangled polymeric solutions. In this case, the slope of G”
decreased with increase in the PGuA content with slope value of 0.95
for 100% PVA to 0.465 for 100% PGuA. Similarly, for G’, the value of
slope decreased with increasing PGuA content from 1.8 for 100% PVA
to 0.42 for 100% PGuA solutions. Therefore, the pure PVA solutions
exhibited behaviour similar to that of ideal entangled polymers with G”
˜ ω1 and G’ ˜ ω2, while the increase in PGuA content caused a deviation
from this behaviour.

Fig. 10 (a and b) shows value of tan(δ) and Cole-Cole plot for dif-
ferent PGuA/PVA solutions. Tan (δ) (Fig. 10(a)) decreases from 2.17 for
solutions with 100% PVA (PGuA:PVA-0:100) to 0.72 for pure PGuA
solutions indicating an increase in the solid-like behaviour with in-
creasing PGuA content. This kind of behaviour is usually seen due to the

formation of gels as suggested by Ström et al. (Ström, Schuster, & Goh,
2014). PGuA solutions at 10 wt% concentration was found to flowable
initially and on storage tend to convert into a gel like structure. The tan
(δ) value of freshly prepared pure PGuA solution is above 1 at low shear
rates and goes to< 1 at high shear rates. On the other hand, the so-
lutions having PVA do not turn into gel and remain spinnable even on
storage. Only at very high shear rates, the blends with low PVA content
approach tan(δ) value of 1.

Homogeneity of the solutions was determined from the modified
Cole-Cole plot (Fig. 10(b)) where the slope of G’/G” ˜ 2 depicts
homogeneous solutions. The slope for pure PVA solution was found to

Fig. 8. Viscosity vs. shear rate curves for PGuA/PVA solutions.

Fig. 9. (a) Loss and (b) storage modulus vs. angular frequency curves of PGuA/
PVA solutions.

Fig. 10. (a) Tan(δ) plot of PGuA/PVA solutions and (b) Modified Cole-Cole plot
for PGuA/PVA solutions.
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be 1.81 which was close to the above-mentioned value. This suggested
that the pure PVA solution is homogeneous and a slightly lower value of
slope may be attributed to the intermolecular hydrogen bonds presents
in PVA solution. With increase in the PGuA content, the value of slope
gradually decreases to 0.93 for pure PGuA solution suggesting an in-
crease in heterogeneity.

Fig. 11 shows the SEM images of electrospun PGuA/PVA nanofibres.
As already shown earlier, pure PGuA solutions produced short spindle-
shaped fibres. Onset of fibre formation occurs on addition of small

amount of PVA (PGuA:PVA-90:10) with an average diameter of 402 nm
and spinning voltage of 30.0 kV. However, only a few beaded fibres
could be obtained along with lots of droplets. Good fibres were pro-
duced on increasing the PGuA:PVA ratio to 80:20 with a diameter of
314 ± 66 nm and spinning voltage of 28.0 kV. The droplets got
eliminated at PGuA:PVA ratio of 70:30, which gave nanofibres with
diameter of 375 ± 68 nm at spinning voltage of 25.0 kV. It was ob-
served that the variability in fibre diameter increased with increasing
PVA content up to PGuA:PVA ratio of 50:50, where the diameter was

Fig. 11. SEM images of PGuA/PVA blend solutions with various ratios of PGuA and PVA.
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maximum at ˜ 681 ± 107 nm obtained at a spinning voltage of
22.0 kV. On further increasing the PVA content, the variability in fibre
diameter decreased and nanofibres with diameter of 367 ± 80 nm
were obtained for PGuA:PVA ratio of 40:60 spun at 20.0 kV. Thereafter,
the diameter decreased to 208 ± 33 nm for 30:70, 204 ± 20 nm for
20:80 and 228 ± 27 nm for 10:90, at 16.0, 15.5 and 15.0 kV spinning
voltage, respectively. The pure PVA solution gave nanofibres with a
diameter of 238 ± 32 nm at 14.0 kV spinning voltage. It was inter-
esting to see that presence of small amounts of PGuA in PGuA/PVA
solution with high PVA content led to the formation of finer fibres as
compared to pure PVA solution.

3.4. Correlation of fibre diameter with the solution properties

It is evident from the rheological data that solution properties, such
as viscosity and elasticity, are greatly dependant on the PGuA:PVA
ratio. In order to investigate the effect of solution properties on mor-
phology of nanofibres, the viscosity, elasticity (in terms of relaxation
time) and the nanofibre diameter were plotted against the increasing
PVA content as shown in Fig. 12. Relaxation time was calculated using
Oldroyd B model given in Eq. (1).

λ = [G’/ω2] / η’ (1)

It was observed that while the viscosity continuously decreased with
the increase in PVA content (Fig. 12(a)), the relaxation time showed a
peculiar behaviour, where it first increased up to 50:50 ratio and then it
decreased giving a bell-shaped curve. A similar behaviour was obtained
when the nanofibre diameter was plotted against the PVA content,
where the diameter increased up to 50% PVA and then decreased to
stabilize at 70% PVA.

Three distinct interaction zones could be identified in the two
curves (Fig. 12(b) and 12(c)). Region below PVA content of 30%
showed dominant gel-like characteristic of PGuA, and therefore,
showed low relaxation time and resulted in droplets and non-uniform
fibres. The region between 30–70% PVA content showed enhanced
interaction of PGuA and PVA causing increase in the relaxation time
resulting in formation of smooth fibres. The third region between
70–100% PVA content showed dominant PVA characteristics, where
the relaxation times decreased, and the fibre diameters were nearly
same as that of pure PVA. The plots show that there was no direct
correlation of viscosity with the fibre diameter, however there was
dependence of fibre diameter on the solution elasticity as the two fol-
lowed similar trends.

As discussed earlier, the heterogeneity of the solutions, which in-
creased with the increase in the PGuA content, may be responsible for
non-linear relationship between relaxation time and fibre diameter.

4. Conclusion

Rheological properties of PGuA solutions in aq. NaOH were mod-
ified using SDS that resulted in individualization of PGuA chains and
prevention of gelling. Gelling was also found to be influenced by the pH
of the solutions, where basic and neutral pH even in the presence of SDS
resulted in gelling. Acidic pH was required to obtain translucent flow-
able solutions. This was evident from the flow curve where the viscosity
increased on increasing the SDS content from 2 to 50wt% (on the
weight of polymer). On electrospinning, the presence of SDS facilitated
the formation of small spindle like fibers of length in the range of 2 to
10 μm, while solutions without SDS resulted in droplets. Even at con-
centrations higher than critical concentrations, continuous nanofibers
could not be obtained. Modification of PGuA/SDS/NaOH solution by
using high molecular weight PVA resulted in decrease of viscosity and
increase of shear strength with increasing PVA content. This was at-
tributed to lowering of ionic interaction and formation of entangled
network by PVA chains. Consequently, continuous but beaded fibers
were initiated at PGuA/PVA ratio of 90:10 and uniform fibers without
defects could be achieved at PGuA/PVA ratio of 70:30. Solution prop-
erties and fiber diameter was greatly dependant on PGuA/PVA ratio.
While viscosity continuously decreased with increasing PVA content,
the relaxation time and fiber diameter followed similar trend, wherein
it first increased and then decreased with increasing PVA content, in-
dicating a dependence of fiber diameter on overall elasticity of the
solutions.
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Fig. 12. Plots of (a) viscosity, (b) relaxation time of PGuA/PVA solutions and
(c) their resulting fibre diameter vs. PVA content in solutions.
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